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**Four starred reviews** 

 

**Featured on NPR, Bustle, and The Guardian** 

 

“A heartbreaking fictional front row seat to the Syrian refugee emergency”  

       – The New York Times Book Review  

 

Narrated by Destiny, this heartbreaking —and timely — story of refugees escaping from war-

torn Syria is masterfully told by a foreign news correspondent who experienced the crisis 

firsthand. 

 

In a country ripped apart by war, Tareq lives with his big and loving family… until the bombs 

strike. His city is in ruins. His life is destroyed. And those who have survived are left to figure 

out their uncertain future.  

 

In the wake of destruction, he's threatened by Daesh fighters and witnesses a public behead-

ing. Tareq's family knows that to continue to stay alive, they must leave. As they travel as refu-

gees from Syria to Turkey to Greece, facing danger at every turn, Tareq must find the resilience 

and courage to complete his harrowing journey.  

 

But while this is one family's story, it is also the timeless tale of all wars, of all tragedy, and of 

all strife. When you are a refugee, success is outliving your loss.  

 

An award-winning author and journalist—and a refugee herself—Atia Abawi captures the 

hope that spurs people forward against all odds and the love that makes that hope grow.  

 

Atia Abawi is a foreign news correspondent who was stationed for almost five years in Kabul, 

Afghanistan. She was born to Afghan parents in West Germany and was raised in the United 

States. Her first book for teens was the powerful Secret Sky, about forbidden romance between 

different ethnic tribes. She currently lives in Jerusalem with her husband and their son, where 

she covers stories unfolding in the Middle East and the surrounding areas.  

World English: Philomel Books (January 2018) Agent: Stephen Barbara  

Editor: Jill Santopolo  

Format: book  

Atia Abawi 

A LAND OF PERMANENT  

GOODBYES 
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A major Latin-influenced fantasy from a powerful new voice.  

 

When the royal family of Selvina sets out to destroy magic through a grand and terrible inqui-

sition, magic warrior-thief Renata—trained in the art of stealing memories—seeks to kill the 

prince, leader of the King’s Justice, only to learn through powerful memories that he may be 

the greatest illusion of them all…and that the fate of all magic now lies in her hands. 

 

With the ferocity of series like An Ember in the Ashes and Throne of Glass, and based loosely on 

15th century Spain, this YA fantasy re-imagines the Inquisition as a battle between a cruel, au-

tocratic state on one side and rebel magicians on the other.  

 

Incendiary explores the double-edged sword of memory and the triumph of hope in the midst 

of fear and oppression. 

 

Zoraida Córdova is the award-winning author of The Vicious Deep trilogy and the Brooklyn Bru-

jas series. Her short fiction has appeared in the New York Times bestselling anthology Star Wars: 

From a Certain Point of View, and Toil & Trouble: 16 Tales of Women and Witchcraft. She is a New 

Yorker at heart. Send her a tweet @Zlikeinzorro.  

 

North America: Hyperion (June 2019) 

UK: Hodder & Stoughton  

Agent: Stephen Barbara 

Editor: Laura Schreiber 

Format: proposal available;  

manuscript due June 

Zoraida Córdova 

INCENDIARY 
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**Winner of Australia’s Prime Minister’s Literary Award** 

 

“One of the loveliest, most exquisitely beautiful books I’ve read in a very long time. . . . I didn’t just read 

the pages, I lived in them.” —Jennifer Niven, author of All the Bright Places  

  

"Original, wise, and essential... This love story is an ode to words and life." —Kirkus (starred review ) 

 

A beautiful love story for fans of Jandy Nelson and Nicola Yoon: two teens find their way back 

to each other in a bookstore full of secrets and crushes, grief and hope—and letters hidden be-

tween the pages.  

  

Years ago, Rachel had a crush on Henry Jones. The day before she moved away, she tucked a 

love letter into his favorite book in his family’s bookshop. She waited. But Henry never came.  

  

Now Rachel has returned to the city—and to the bookshop—to work alongside the boy she’d 

rather not see, if at all possible, for the rest of her life. But Rachel needs the distraction. Her 

brother drowned months ago, and she can’t feel anything anymore.   

  

As Henry and Rachel work side by side—surrounded by books, watching love stories unfold, 

exchanging letters between the pages—they find hope in each other. Because life may be un-

controllable, even unbearable sometimes. But it’s possible that words, and love, and second 

chances are enough.  

 

Cath Crowley is an award-winning author of young adult novels, including Graffiti 

Moon and A Little Wanting Song. She lives, writes, and teaches creative writing in Melbourne, 

Australia.  

North America: Knopf Books for Young Readers (June 2017) 
ANZ: Pan Macmillan (August 2016) 
UK: Hodder & Stoughton 
Brazil: Vergara & Riba  
Bulgaria: Orange Books  
Germany: Carlsen 
Holland: Leopold  
Indonesia: Noura Books 
Italy: De Agostini 
 

Agent: Catherine Drayton  

Editor: Allison Wortche  

Format: book  

Cath Crowley 

WORDS IN DEEP BLUE 

Poland: Jaguar 
Romania: Storia Books 
Russia: Clever Publishers 
Spain: Planeta 
Sweden: Modernista 
Taiwan: The Eastern Publishing 
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“As smart as it is hot … the feminist love story that girls have been waiting for.”  

      –  Clementine Ford, author of Fight Like a Girl  

 

A young adult novel about a modern-day riot grrl and an alpha male jock who explore love, 

trust, and double standards against the backdrop of today's hookup culture.  

 

Jess Gordon is out for revenge. Last year the jocks from Knights College tried to shame her 

best friend. This year she and a hand-picked college girl gang are going to get even. 

 

The lesson: Don't mess with Unity College girls. 

 

The target: Blondie, a typical Knights stud, arrogant, cold . . . and smart enough to keep up 

with Jess. 

 

A neo-riot grrl with a penchant for fanning the flames meets a rugby-playing sexist 

pig―sworn enemies or two people who happen to find each other when they're at their most 

vulnerable? 

 

It's all Girl meets Boy, Girl steals from Boy, seduces Boy, ties Boy to a chair, and burns Boy's 

stuff. Just your typical love story. 

 

Summer Skin is a searingly honest and achingly funny story about love and sex amid the col-

lege hookup culture. 

 

Kirsty Eagar grew up on a central Queensland cattle property and spent her school holidays at 

the beach. She traveled around Australia for a couple of years, worked a variety of jobs, and 

began writing fiction. Kirsty lives with her husband and two daughters on Sydney’s northern 

beaches.  

North America: Feiwel & Friends (May 2018)  

ANZ: Allen & Unwin (January 2016) 

Agent: Catherine Drayton  

Editor: Anna Roberto 

Format: book  

Kirsty Eagar 

SUMMER SKIN 
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Praise for The Jewel: 

 

“Excellent world building… skillful descriptions.” —Booklist (starred review)  

 

From the internationally bestselling author of The Jewel comes a new series about magical 

women living in a Sapphic utopia.  

 

Sera is Cerulean. Her blood is magic. She lives in the sky, in a beautiful floating paradise     

populated only by women. Every five hundred years, the High Priestess chooses a young girl 

to be sacrificed—flung over the edge, bleeding—for the protection of the City. And today, the 

High Priestess chose Sera. 

 

It is an honor, Sera’s orange mother told her after the ceremony. It is a necessity, her green 

mother said as they left the High Priestess’s temple. Her purple mother said nothing.  

 

On the day of the ceremony, Sera says goodbye to her mothers and her best friend. With blood 

pouring from her wrists, she plummets toward the surface, blazing like a falling star—yet 

she’s surprised to find that the fall doesn’t kill her. Instead, she’s found by Leo and Agnes, 

children from the surface city of Kaolin who are on safari to find new creatures for their fa-

ther’s freak show. Arrogant Leo only wants to win his father’s respect, but Agnes is driven by 

scientific curiosity. Sera tries to communicate with them—and is shocked to see a male for the 

first time!—but her voice only comes out a whisper in the dense atmosphere of the surface. Leo 

roughly ties her up and they make their way back toward the city. 

 

When they return with their prize, their father is delighted, and Sera is horrified to see the way 

they treat the other magical beings they’ve captured. As the cruel training for the show begins, 

Agnes finds a way to communicate with Sera and realizes that she is sentient after all—and 

that she must help Sera escape her cruel fate…  

 

Amy Ewing is the author of the New York Times bestselling Lone City trilogy (The Jewel, The 

White Rose, and The Black Key), which sold abroad in fifteen countries. She is a graduate of the 

MFA Children’s Writing program at the New School. She lives in Harlem. 

North America: HarperTeen (Spring 2018)  Agent: Charlie Olsen 

Editor: Karen Chaplin 

Format: manuscript (April)   

Amy Ewing 

THE CERULEAN 
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Praise for The Hunt: 

 

“A book that grabs you by the throat and doesn't let go. The Hunt is both terrifying and sublime, with 

every page evoking that fragile, yet unyielding thing we call humanity.” ―Andrea Cremer, New York 

Times bestselling author of the Nightshade Trilogy  

 

Two unlikely pen pals find hope and strength in each other at the turn of the Second World 

War in Andrew Fukuda’s powerful new novel. 

    

Alex, a Japanese-American boy in Seattle, is none too pleased to find himself paired with Char-

lie, a French-Jewish girl in Paris, for a school pen pal assignment. He’s the only boy being 

forced to write to a girl. He writes, begrudgingly at first, and they soon form a close bond.  

  

Five years later, they’re still writing to each other, and frequently. Alex tells Charlie about the 

strawberry farm where he lives, his family, and his friends at school; Charlie shares secrets 

she’s told few others, like her school crush and her dreams to move to America one day.  

 

Then World War II begins. Alex and Charlie continue to write, though both face intensifying 

persecution in their home countries. Alex’s family is sent to a Californian internment camp in 

the aftermath of Pearl Harbor, while Charlie’s family goes into hiding in a tiny, hot attic.  

 

When Charlie’s letters stop, Alex fears the worst. As the weeks, then months, slip past without 

any word from Charlie, Alex begins to see visions of a girl in danger — he’s never seen a photo 

of his lost friend, but he’s sure the girl is Charlie. And she needs Alex to find her.  

 

Showing courage in the face of intense injustice, Alex embarks on a journey that will take him 

from the deserts of California to the battlefields of Europe to the center of Nazi Germany.  

  

Andrew Fukuda is the author of The Crossing and The Hunt Trilogy (The Hunt, The Prey, and 

The Trap). Born in Manhattan and raised in Hong Kong, he is half-Chinese, half-Japanese. After 

earning a bachelor’s degree in history from Cornell University, Fukuda worked in Manhattan’s 

Chinatown with the immigrant teen community. He currently resides on Long Island, New 

York, with his family. His books have been translated into over a dozen languages.   

World English: Tor Books (Fall 2019) Agent: Catherine Drayton 

Editor: Susan Chang 

Format: manuscript (September)   

Andrew Fukuda 

DUST BOY, ASH GIRL  
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"Inventing a distinctively gritty netherworld that weaves reality with shimmering magic and smoky-

mirrored illusions, Hillyer’s writing is freshly vivid....An innovative take on magic and the price of 

transformation.” — Kirkus  

 

Fans of Kendare Blake and Marissa Meyer will delight in this pair of lush fairy tale retellings 

from former editor and Glasstown Entertainment co-founder Lexa Hillyer. 

  

In Spindle Fire, Hillyer introduced a whole new twist on Sleeping Beauty. Crown Princess Au-

rora and her half-sister Isabelle are no strangers to faerie magic. An uninvited guest at her own 

christening left Aurora mute, while a vindictive faerie blinded Isabelle at the age of three. But 

nothing—not dark magic, not a bloodstained throne, not a kingdom on the verge of collapse—

could ever break the bond between them. Until now.  

  

On the eve of her sixteenth birthday, Aurora pricks her finger on an ill-fated spindle, unleash-

ing a deathlike sleep across the kingdom and imprisoning her in a frightening otherworld 

ruled by a mad queen intent on revenge. Isabelle sets off on a perilous journey to find the 

young prince whose kiss alone can break the spell... but finds her own heart torn when she 

starts to fall for the boy beneath the crown. Another world away, Aurora meets Heath and dis-

covers a voice she never knew she had. The fate of both worlds rests on Aurora’s safe return... 

but will she want to be saved?  

  

In Winter Glass, Aurora, torn from the dream world, plots to assassinate the faerie queen Mal-

fleur, only to confront temptations she never expected. Isabelle opens her heart to the prince as 

they attempt to unite their kingdoms and conquer Malfleur's army. But when an unbreakable 

glass slipper prompts Isabelle to discover more about her lineage, her identity begins to take 

shape and her legacy becomes as clear as ice. Isabelle and Aurora will grapple with their un-

derstanding of love and loyalty as they face a threat even greater than that of the evil queen—

the threat of losing each other forever.  

  

Lexa Hillyer is the cofounder of Glasstown Entertainment, a former YA editor, and the author 

of Proof of Forever. She lives in Brooklyn with her husband and daughter.  

North America: HarperCollins Children's Books  

Spindle Fire (April 2017) 

Turkey: Pegasus 

Winter Glass (April 2018) 

 

Agent: Stephen Barbara 

Editor: Rosemary Brosnan  

Format: book 

Lexa Hillyer 

SPINDLE FIRE  

and WINTER GLASS 
The Spindle Fire Duology  
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Praise for the New York Times bestselling Everless:  

 

"Sara Holland is a fierce storyteller. Everless gives new and terrifying meaning to the phrase running 

out of time." —Stephanie Garber, New York Times bestselling author of Caraval 

 

The breathtaking action, incredible romance, and dangerous secrets continue with Evermore, 

the thrilling sequel to Sara Holland’s New York Times bestselling Everless.  

 

In the land of Sempera, the rich control everything, even time — extracted from blood, bound 

to iron, and preserved in coins. Aristocrats flourish for centuries; commoners run short of time.  

 

In Everless, Jules Ember returns to the Everless estate a decade after she was forced to flee. Her 

father is dying and she must earn him more time. But going back to Everless brings more dan-

ger — and temptation — than Jules could have imagined. Soon she's caught in a tangle of vio-

lent secrets that could change her future — and the future of time itself — forever.  

 

In the sequel Evermore, the Sorceress Caro has convinced all of Sempera that Jules is danger-

ous — that she killed the Queen and she must pay. But Jules knows the truth: Caro is hunting 

her because she needs to break Jules’s heart in order to claim her full power once more.  

  

When Jules’s attempt to take down Caro is botched to devastating ends, Jules is forced to find 

a new way to defeat her ancient enemy. With the help of unlikely allies and her burgeoning 

abilities, Jules revisits memories from her past lives in order to piece together the mystery of 

binding time,  and in order to confront the Sorceress, once and for all—no matter the cost. 

 

Sara Holland grew up in between small-town Minnesota and the fictional worlds of books. 

She graduated from Wesleyan University and worked in a tea shop, a dentist’s office, and a 

state capital building before heading to New York to work in publishing. These days, she can 

be found exploring bookstores or finding new ways to put caffeine in her bloodstream.  

North America: HarperTeen  
Everless (January 2018)  
Evermore (January 2019)  
UK: Orchard (2 books)  
Bulgaria: Egmont (2 books)  
France: Bayard (2 books)  
Germany: Oetinger (2 books)  
Holland: Blossom Books (2 books)   
 
 
 
 

Agent: Stephen Barbara 

Editor: Erica Sussman 

Format: Everless book available; Evermore 

manuscript due Summer   

 

Sara Holland 

EVERLESS 

and EVERMORE 

Hungary: Maxim 
Persian: Bâž Publishing (2 books)  
Poland: Jaguar (2 books)  
Romania: Nemira 
Russia: AST 
Spain: Ediciones Urano (2 books)  
Turkey: Pegasus 
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In this funny and heartfelt YA debut, a high school girl deals with school politics and life after 

her brother’s death by drafting emails to MSNBC host Rachel Maddow.   

 

Brynn Haper's life has one steadying force—Rachel Maddow. 

 

She watches her daily, and after writing to Rachel for a school project—and actually getting a 

response—Brynn starts drafting e-mails to Rachel but never sending them. Brynn tells Rachel 

about breaking up with her first serious girlfriend, about her brother Nick's death, about her 

passive mother and even worse stepfather, about how she's stuck in remedial courses at school 

and is considering dropping out. 

 

Then Brynn is confronted with a moral dilemma. One student representative will be allowed 

to have a voice among the administration in the selection of a new school superintendent. 

Brynn's archnemesis, Adam, and ex-girlfriend, Sarah, believe only Honors students are worthy 

of the selection committee seat. Brynn feels all students deserve a voice. When she runs for the 

position, the knives are out. So she begins to ask herself: What Would Rachel Maddow Do? 

 

Adrienne Kisner has a master’s and doctorate degree in Theology from Boston University and 

was inspired to write Dear Rachel Maddow by her work with high school and college students. 

She’s currently beginning her third semester of her MFA in Writing for Children and Young 

Adults at Vermont College of Fine Arts. Dear Rachel Maddow was selected as one of the 2016 

winners of the PEN New England Susan P. Bloom Discovery Award.  

World English: Feiwel and Friends (June 2018) Agent: Catherine Drayton 

Editor: Anna Roberto 

Format: galley  

Adrienne Kisner 

DEAR RACHEL MADDOW 
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“Writing with honesty and wit, LaZebnik offers a thought-provoking portrayal of how people can come 

together despite, or perhaps because of, their differences.” —Publishers Weekly  

 

“I couldn’t put it down.”—Julie Buxbaum, New York Times bestselling author of Tell Me Three 

Things   

 

An unforgettable story about autism, sisterhood, and first love that’s perfect for fans of Jenny 

Han, Sophie Kinsella, and Sarah Dessen.   

  

Meet Chloe Mitchell, a popular Los Angeles girl who’s decided that her older sister, Ivy, who’s 

on the autism spectrum, could use a boyfriend. Chloe already has someone in mind: Ethan 

Fields, a sweet, movie-obsessed boy from Ivy’s special needs class.  

  

Chloe would like to ignore Ethan’s brother, David, but she can’t—Ivy and Ethan aren’t com-

fortable going out on their own so Chloe and David have to tag along.  Soon Chloe, Ivy, David, 

and Ethan form a quirky and wholly lovable circle. And as the group bonds over frozen yo-

gurt dates and movie nights, Chloe is forced to confront her own romantic choices—and the 

realization that it’s okay to be a different kind of normal. 

 

Claire LaZebnik has written five novels for adults including Same As It Never Was, Knitting  

Under the Influence, and Families and Other Non-Returnable Gifts. Her young adult novels include 

Epic Fail, The Trouble with Flirting, The Last Best Kiss, and the recent novel Wrong About the Guy. 

She has co-authored two books on autism: Overcoming Autism and Growing Up on the Spectrum. 

She lives with her TV-writer husband and four children, one of whom has autism. 

World English: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (March 2017) 

Bulgaria: Orange Books 

France: Univers Poche 

Hungary: Mora Konyvkiado  

Romania: Editura Art  

Agent: Alexis Hurley 

Editor: Elizabeth Bewley 

Format: book 

Claire LaZebnik 

THINGS I SHOULD  

HAVE KNOWN 
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"Both the art and the story complement each other in this thrilling tale. Even after you've read the en-

grossing story, you'll come back for the fantastic eye candy.” — Kirkus  

 

From renowned artist Gregory Manchess comes a lavishly painted novel about the son of a 

famed polar explorer searching for his stranded father, and a lost city buried under snow in an 

alternate future.  

 

When it started to snow, it didn’t stop for 1,500 years. The Pole Shift that ancient climatologists 

talked about finally came, the topography was ripped apart and the weather of the world was 

changed—forever. Now the Earth is covered in snow, and to unknown depths in some places. 

 

In this world, Wes Singleton leaves the academy in search of his father, the famed explorer Ga-

len Singleton, who was searching for a lost city until Galen’s expedition was cut short after be-

ing sabotaged. But Wes believes his father is still alive somewhere above the timberline. 

 

Fully illustrated with over 120 pieces of full-page artwork throughout, Above the Timberline is a 

stunning and cinematic combination of art and novel. 

 

Gregory Manchess is an American illustrator. His illustrations have appeared in magazines, 

digital murals, movie posters, advertising campaigns, and book covers, including sixty covers 

for Louis L’Amour. His work has appeared on Major League Baseball World Series pro-

grams, Time, Newsweek, The Atlantic, Playboy, Smithsonian, and National Geographic. He lectures 

frequently at universities and colleges nationwide and gives workshops on painting at the 

Norman Rockwell Museum in Stockbridge, Massachusetts. He leads an illustration master 

class in Amherst, Massachusetts. Apart from illustration, Manchess pursues interests in envi-

ronmental issues, hiking, and ninjitsu, the 900-year-old Japanese martial art. He lives primarily 

in New York City now, but travels frequently back to Portland, Oregon, where he resided for 

years.  

North America: Saga Press (October 2017) 

Russia: Atticus  

Agent: Charlie Olsen 

Editor: Joe Monti 

Format: book 

Gregory Manchess 

ABOVE THE  

TIMBERLINE 
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Praise for A Beautiful Place to Die:  

 

“[A] stellar debut...Smooth prose and a deft plot.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)  

 

Set against the backdrop of a ‘mixed race’ boarding school in Swaziland, Malla Nunn’s YA de-

but is about being brave, standing against injustice, and the importance of female friendship, 

and proves the truth of the African proverb: “when the ground is hard, the women dance.” 

 

It’s the end of the Christmas holidays and Adele Joubert is catching the bus to Keziah Chris-

tian Academy, a boarding school for coloured children in Swaziland. Before she’s even made it 

to school, she’s been dumped from the top girls’ group by her  best friend, Delia, and is forced 

to share a room with Lottie Diamond, who swears and fights and never says ‘hallelujah’ in 

chapel. Adele admires Lottie’s toughness, but can’t bring herself to actually become friends.  

 

The barriers come down when  the two girls are forced to share one copy of Pride and Preju-

dice. One night, a fire threatens the Academy and Lottie and Adele risk their lives to put out a 

spot fire near the tuckshop. Their bravery makes them heroes and they become a group of two. 

When Darnell Parns, a ‘slow’ boy, goes missing, the school organizes a search party. Lottie 

thinks she knows where to find Darnell, but first they have to confront Mr. Bosman, a violent 

Afrikaans farmer who has no time for colored girls or their naive American headmaster, Mr. 

Vincent. And he remembers Adele’s beautiful mother all too well.  

 

When the Ground is Hard is not just the story of Adele and Lottie. It’s also the story of the wom-

en and girls — strong, brave, broken, vain, furious — who struggle to find their place in a ra-

cially segregated world. This fierce, uplifting novel champions the friendships that give wom-

en the light and strength to make it through the hardest of times. 

 

Malla Nunn is an award winning filmmaker and the author of four Detective Emmanuel Cooper 

novels set at the beginning of the apartheid era in 1950s South Africa. A Beautiful Place to 

Die, Let the Dead Lie, Blessed Are the Dead, and Present Darkness have, between them, received 

two Edgar Award nominations and a RUSA Award for Best Mystery Novel. 

World English: Putnam (Summer 2019)  Agent: Catherine Drayton  

Editor: Stacey Barney 

Format: manuscript (Summer)  

Malla Nunn 

WHEN THE GROUND IS HARD 
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Toy soldiers depict the gravity, complexity, and humanity of World War I in this riveting and 

poignant photographic novel.  

 

The year is 1914, and Pierre is one of millions of young men to enlist in the “War to End All 

Wars,” fully expecting to be home by Christmas. When Pierre leaves his regiment behind and 

is subsequently charged with desertion, his dreams of a quick return come crashing down.  

 

From prison, Pierre relives the journey that ended with him behind bars — from his first surge 

of patriotism, to the friend who saved his life, to the captured German soldiers who had more 

in common with him than he realized.  

 

Little Soldiers: The Good Son is about being small in a big world. Its original style helps us expe-

rience Pierre’s story and the stories of so many other little soldiers.  

Pierre-Jacques Ober has worked as an independent filmmaker and modeler in New York, 

France and Australia.  

 

Jules Ober is a photographer whose work has been published in Vogue, Elle, and L’Express.  

 

Felicity Coonan is a founding member of the animation and visual effect studio Animal Logic, 

and art-directed the Lego Ninjago Movie, Avengers, The Lego Movie, and Happy Feet 2. 

World English: Candlewick Studio (Fall 2019)  

France: Editions du Seuil  

Agent: Catherine Drayton  

Editor: Katie Cunningham 

Format: manuscript   

Pierre-Jacques Ober,  

Julie Ober & Felicity Coonan 

LITTLE SOLDIERS:  

THE GOOD SON 
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Praise for Todd Strasser:  

 

“This is an author who really has his finger on the way kids think.” – The New York Times 

 

From the internationally bestselling author of such evergreen YA novels as The Wave and Fall-

out comes a powerful new novel dramatizing one of the most epic weekends in music history. 

 

It’s the summer of 1969, and 18 year-old Lucas Baker is forced to confront a series of challeng-

ing dilemmas: the looming threat of the Vietnam War draft and his reluctance to apply to col-

lege; the choice between true love and free love; a family on the verge of dissolution, and the 

tension between living for today and preparing for the future.  

 

When a friend invites Lucas to the seminal Woodstock Arts & Music Festival, what follows is 

an unforgettable weekend, both for Lucas and the thousands of other kids who unwittingly 

make history. 

 

Timed to release in summer 2019, to coincide with the 50th anniversary of the Woodstock, and 

sure to carve out a place in teen literature. 

 

Todd Strasser is the author of more than 100 books for teens and middle graders including the 

million-copy selling Help! I’m Trapped series, and numerous award-winning YA novels includ-

ing The Wave, Give A Boy A Gun, The Accident, Can’t Get There From Here, Boot Camp, If I Grow 

Up, and Fallout. Several of his books have been adapted for television, and his novels The 

Wave and How I Created My Perfect Prom Date became feature films. His books have been trans-

lated into more than a dozen languages, and he has also written for television, newspapers 

such as The New York Times, and magazines such as The New Yorker and Esquire. Todd now di-

vides his time between Westchester and Montauk, NY. 

North America: Candlewick (Summer 2019)  Agent: Stephen Barbara 

Editor: Kaylan Adair  

Format: manuscript (April)  

Todd Strasser 

THE SUMMER OF ‘69 
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*A Barnes & Noble ‘Best of 2017’ Selection* 

*An Amazon Editor's Favorite YA Book for Fall 2017*   

 

“[A] bewitching book...Sutherland's fertile imagination makes this book a deep dive into the intricacies 

of family, friends, and personal history… A fresh and compelling look at mental illness.” —Kirkus  

 
 

From the author of Our Chemical Hearts comes the hilarious, reality-bending tale of two outsid-

ers facing their greatest fears about life and love—one debilitating phobia at a time.  

  

Ever since Esther Solar’s grandfather was cursed by Death, everyone in her family has been 

doomed to suffer one great fear in their lifetime. Esther’s father is agoraphobic and hasn’t left 

the basement in six years, her twin brother can’t be in the dark without a light on, and her 

mother is terrified of bad luck. The Solars are consumed by their fears and, according to the 

legend of the curse, destined to die from them.  

  

Esther doesn’t know what her great fear is yet (nor does she want to), a feat achieved by avoid-

ing pretty much everything. Elevators, small spaces and crowds are all off-limits. So are hair-

cuts, spiders, dolls, mirrors and three dozen other phobias she keeps a record of in her semi-

definitive list of worst nightmares.  

  

Then Esther is pickpocketed by Jonah Smallwood, an old classmate. Along with her phone, 

money and a fruit roll-up she’d been saving, Jonah also steals her list of fears. Despite the theft, 

Esther and Jonah become friends, and he sets a challenge for them: in an effort to break the 

curse that has crippled her family, they will meet every Sunday to work their way through the 

list, facing one terrifying fear at a time, including one that Esther hadn’t counted on: love.  

 

Krystal Sutherland is the author of Our Chemical Hearts, which sold abroad in 24 countries. 

She was born and raised in Townsville, Australia, a place that has never experienced winter. 

Since then she's lived in Sydney, Amsterdam, and Hong Kong.  

North America: Putnam (September 2017) 

ANZ: Penguin  

UK: Hot Key Books 

Brazil: Editora Globo 

Czech Republic: Euromedia 

Denmark: Lindhardt & Ringhof  

France: Univers Poche  

Germany: cbt/Blanvalet 

Agent: Catherine Drayton  

Editor: Stacey Barney 

Format: book 

Krystal Sutherland 

A SEMI-DEFINITIVE LIST OF 

WORST NIGHTMARES 

Holland: Leopold 
Israel: Armchair Publishing 
Italy: Rizzoli  
Norway: Gyldendal  
Poland:  Dolnoslaskie  
Slovakia: Ikar 
Sweden: Bonnier Carlsen  
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Praise for Love and Other Alien Experiences:  

 

"This is a charming take on high school―the friendships, the romance, and the snubs―that also tender-

ly explores mental illness and the stigmas that accompany it. A sweet and funny debut."― Booklist   

 

From rising star Kerry Winfrey comes a new YA novel filled with humor and heart about a 16-

year-old girl forced way past her comfort zone.  

 

Jolie is a lot of things, but she knows that pretty isn’t one of them. 

 

She has mandibular prognathism, which is the medical term for underbite.  Chewing is a pain, 

headaches are a common occurrence, and she’s never been kissed. She’s months out from hav-

ing a procedure to correct her underbite, and she cannot wait to be fixed.   

 

Jolie becomes paralyzed with the fear that she could die under the knife. She and her best 

friends, Evelyn and Derek, decide to make a “Things Jolie Needs to Do Before She Bites It 

(Which Is Super Unlikely, but Still, It Could Happen)” list. Things like: eat every appetizer on 

the Applebee’s menu and kiss her crush Noah Reed.  

 

But since when did everything ever go exactly to plan?   

 

Kerry Winfrey grew up in Bellville, Ohio, where she spent most of her time reading inappro-

priate books at the library. Not much has changed. Kerry has written for many websites, in-

cluding HelloGiggles, and is the author of Love and Other Alien Experiences. She lives in Colum-

bus, Ohio, with her husband, their son, and their dog, Merlin. She writes reviews and com-

mentary on romantic-comedies on her blog “A Year of Romantic-Comedies.” https://

ayearofromcoms.tumblr.com.  

North America: Feiwel & Friends (July 2018) Agent: Stephen Barbara  

Editor: Anna Roberto 

Format: manuscript  

Kerry Winfrey 

THINGS JOLIE NEEDS TO  

DO BEFORE SHE BITES IT 
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Praise for Jeff Zentner:  

 

"Move over, John Green; Zentner is coming for you." —The New York Public Library  

 

A new YA novel from critically-acclaimed, much-beloved author Jeff Zentner.  

 

High school seniors and best friends Delia and Josie are two of the brightest stars on TV Six, 

the premiere public access cable station of Jackson, Tennessee. Every Friday night the duo slip 

into their on-screen personas, Rayne Ravenscroft and Delilah Darkwood, to host Midnite Mat-

inee—an enthusiastic creature feature that brings back the best and the very low-budget horror 

and sci-fi flicks of days past. 

 

But hosting a local TV show has its challenges. Josie has been dreading graduation, as she tries 

to decide whether to leave for a big university and the chance to chase her dream career in 

mainstream TV or to stay home and make this quirky show a cult hit with her best friend. And 

then there’s Lawson, one of the show’s guest performers, a tough MMA fighter with weak-

nesses for pancakes and Josie, making her tough decision even harder. 

 

Delia can’t imagine a life that doesn’t involve Midnite Matinee. Scary movies are the last con-

nection she has to her dad, who abandoned her and her mom years ago. If the show becomes a 

hit, maybe he’ll see it and want to be a part of her life again. And maybe Josie will want to stay 

with the show and go to college nearby instead of leaving her behind too.  

 

As the tug-of-war between growing up and growing apart tests the bonds of their friendship, 

Delia and Josie start to realize that an uncertain future can be both monstrous . . . and momen-

tous. 

 

Jeff Zentner is the critically-acclaimed author of The Serpent King and Goodbye Days, which 

have both sold abroad widely. The Serpent King was named a New York Times Notable Book 

and an Amazon Best Book of the Year, and selected as a William C. Morris Award winner. In 

addition to writing, Jeff is also a singer-songwriter and guitarist who has recorded with Iggy 

Pop, Nick Cave, and Debbie Harry. He lives in Nashville with his wife and son.  

North America: Crown Books for Young Readers (November 2019) 

UK: Andersen Press 

Agent: Charlie Olsen  

Editor: Emily Easton 

Format: manuscript (October)  

Jeff Zentner 

RAYNE AND DELILAH’S  

MIDNITE MATINEE  





Non-Fiction 
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"For kids who want to roar—on the inside."—Booklist  

 

The monumental bestseller Quiet has been recast in a new edition that empowers introverted 

kids and teens.   

 

Susan Cain sparked a worldwide conversation when she published Quiet: The Power of Intro-

verts in a World That Can’t Stop Talking. With her inspiring book, she permanently changed the 

way we see introverts and the way introverts see themselves.  

 

The original book focused on the workplace, and Susan realized that a version for and about 

kids was also badly needed. This book is all about kids' world—school, extracurriculars, fami-

ly life, and friendship. You’ll read about actual kids who have tackled the challenges of not 

being extroverted and who have made a mark in their own quiet way. You’ll hear Susan 

Cain’s own story, and you’ll be able to make use of the tips at the end of each chapter. There’s 

even a guide at the end of the book for parents and teachers.  

 

This insightful, accessible, and empowering book, illustrated with amusing comic-style art, 

will be eye-opening to extroverts and introverts alike.  

 

Susan Cain is a graduate of Princeton and Harvard Law School. She worked as a corporate 

lawyer and then a negotiations consultant before deciding to write Quiet. That book became a 

phenomenon, was translated into more than 35 languages, and has been on the New York Times 

bestseller list for more than four years. She lives on the banks of the Hudson River with her 

husband and two sons.  

North America: Dial Books for Young Readers (May 2016) 
UK: Penguin  
Brazil: Sextante 
China: CITIC 
Czech Republic: Portal 
Germany: Goldmann 
Greece: Key Books 
Holland: De Arbeiderspers 
Hungary: Hatter Kiado 
Italy: Bompiano  
Japan: Gakken Plus 
Korea: Random House 

Agent: Richard Pine 

Editor: Lauri Hornik 

Format: book  

Susan Cain 

QUIET POWER 

Poland: MT Biznes 
Portugal: Temas e Debates 
Romania: Pandora 
Russia: MIF 
Spain: Editorial Kairós 
Sweden: Natur och Kultur  
Taiwan: Business Weekly  
Turkey: Pegasus  
Vietnam: Ecoblader 
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Rebels, rulers, scientists, artists, warriors and villains.  Women are, and have always been, all 

these things and more. 

Looking through the ages and across the globe, Anita Sarkeesian, founder of Feminist Fre-

quency, along with Ebony Adams, have reclaimed the stories of twenty-five remarkable wom-

en who dared to defy history and change the world around them. From Toltec queens to Chi-

nese pirates, Native American ballerinas to Egyptian scientists, Japanese novelists to British 

Prime Ministers, History vs. Women will reframe the history that you thought you knew. 

Featuring beautiful illustrations of each woman and a bold graphic design, this standout non-

fiction title is the perfect read for teens (or adults!) who want the true stories of phenomenal 

women from around the world and insight into how their lives and accomplishments impact-

ed both their societies and our own. 

 

Anita Sarkeesian is an award-winning media critic and the creator and executive director of 

Feminist Frequency, an educational nonprofit that explores the representations of women in 

pop culture narratives. Best known as the creator and host of Feminist Frequency’s highly in-

fluential series Tropes vs. Women in Video Games, she lectures at universities, conferences, 

and game development studios around the world. Anita dreams of owning a life-size replica 

of Buffy’s scythe.  

 

Ebony Adams, PhD, is an author, activist, and former college educator whose work highlights 

the lives and work of black women in the diaspora. She lives in Los Angeles with a steadily 

increasing collection of Doctor Who memorabilia. She writes widely on film criticism, social 

justice, and pop culture. 

North America: Feiwel and Friends (October 2018) Agent: Charlie Olsen 

Editor: Holly West 

Format: blad available; manuscript due June    

Anita Sarkeesian &  

Ebony Adams 

HISTORY VS. WOMEN 
The Defiant Lives That They Don’t Want You to Know  
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“Reshma Saujani and Girls Who Code are changing the face of tech, one girl at a time. This book is an 

invitation for every girl to join the movement for a more equal and better future.”  

  —Sheryl Sandberg, Facebook COO and founder of LeanIn.Org & OptionB.Org  

 

Part how-to, part girl-empowerment, and all fun, from the leader of the movement champi-

oned by Sheryl Sandberg, Jack Dorsey, and other giants of tech.  

  

Since 2012, the organization Girls Who Code has taught computing skills to and inspired over 

10,000 girls across America. Now its founder, Reshma Saujani, wants to inspire you to be a girl 

who codes! Bursting with dynamic artwork, down-to-earth explanations of coding principles, 

and real-life stories of girls and women working at places like Pixar and NASA, this graphical-

ly animated book shows what a huge role computer science plays in our lives and how much 

fun it can be.  

 

No matter your interest—sports, the arts, baking, student government, social justice—coding 

can help you do what you love and make your dreams come true. Whether you’re a girl who’s 

never coded before, a girl who codes, or a parent raising one, this entertaining book, printed in 

bold two-color and featuring art on every page, will have you itching to create your own apps, 

games, and robots to make the world a better place.  

 

Reshma Saujani is the Founder and CEO of Girls Who Code, a national non-profit organiza-

tion working to close the gender gap in technology. She is also the author of the forthcoming 

book Brave, Not Perfect and the groundbreaking Women Who Don't Wait In Line. She's been 

named one of Fortune's 40 under 40, a WSJ Magazine Innovator of the Year, one of the 50 Most 

Powerful Women in New York by the New York Daily News, one of Forbes's Most Powerful 

Women Changing the World, one of Business Insider's 50 Women Who Are Changing the 

World, and an AOL/PBS Next MAKER. Reshma lives in New York City with her husband, 

their son, and their bulldog, Stanley.  

North America: Viking Books for Young Readers (August 2017) 
UK: Virgin  
China: W.E. DigiTech 
France: Pocket Jeunesse  
Italy: Il Castoro 
Japan: Nikkei BP 
 

Agent: Richard Pine 

Editors: Ken Wright and Kenda Levin 

Format: book 

Reshma Saujani 

GIRLS WHO CODE 
Learn to Code and Change the World 

Korea: Proje 
Poland: Foskal 
Portugal: Leya 
Russia: Exmo 
Spain: Planeta 





Middle Grade 
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“A splendid tale of faery magic and adventurous siblings, all told in gorgeously rendered watercolor 

panels.”—Ben Hatke, New York Times bestselling author and illustrator of the Zita the Spacegirl 

trilogy  

 

Rising star author-illustrator Ethan M. Aldridge delivers a fantasy adventure with all the ma-

kings of a classic. Illustrated with over two-hundred pages of watercolor paintings, this epic 

graphic novel is perfect for fans of Amulet. 

Edmund and the Childe were swapped at birth. Now Edmund lives in secret as a changeling 

in the World Above, his fae powers hidden from his unsuspecting parents and his older sister, 

Alexis. The Childe lives among the fae in the World Below, where being a human makes him a 

curiosity at the royal palace. 

But when the cruel sorceress Hawthorne seizes the throne, the Childe and Edmund must unite 

on a dangerous quest to save both worlds—even if they’re not sure which world they belong 

to.  

 

Ethan M. Aldridge is the New York Times bestselling illustrator of Together is Better by Simon 

Sinek. He studied art at Snow College, where he learned how to better draw things both real 

and imaginary. Ethan lives in New York and Florida with his husband and some kind of small 

wolf. Estranged is his debut graphic novel.  

North America: HarperCollins Children's (May 2018) 
Italy: TK 
Spain: TK  

Agent: Stephen Barbara 

Editor: Andrew Eliopolis 

Format: manuscript  

Ethan M. Aldridge 

ESTRANGED 
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**Spring 2018 IndieNext Children’s Pick** 

 

"Fans of magic and fantasy, especially those who love Madeleine L'Engle's A Wrinkle in Time or the 

darker, creepy atmosphere in Neil Gaiman's Coraline, can't miss this debut." — Booklist (starred 

review) 

 

An enchanting fantasy series, which debuted with The Unicorn Quest, about a real-world girl 

searching for her sister in a land full of magic and strange creatures, blending the timeless feel 

of A Wrinkle in Time with Frozen’s powerful themes of identity, enchantment, and sisterhood. 

Claire Martinson still worries about her older sister Sophie, who battled a mysterious illness 

last year. But things are back to normal as they move into Windermere Manor . . . until the sis-

ters climb a strange ladder in a fireplace and enter the magical land of Arden. 

There, they find a world in turmoil. The four guilds of magic no longer trust each other, the 

beloved unicorns have disappeared, and terrible wraiths roam freely. Scared, the girls return 

home. But when Sophie vanishes in the night, it will take all of Claire's courage to climb back 

up the ladder, find her sister, and uncover the unicorns' greatest secret. 

 

First of a three-book series, the break-out middle-grade debut The Unicorn Quest will be fol-

lowed by Secret in the Stone, promising more magic— and more unicorns— in spring 2019.  

 

Kamilla Benko spent most of her childhood climbing into wardrobes, trying to step through 

mirrors, and plotting to run away to an art museum. Now, she visits other worlds as a chil-

dren’s book editor. Originally from Indiana, she currently lives in New York with her book-

shelves, teapot, and hiking boots. She still believes in unicorns.  

World English: Bloomsbury Children’s  

The Unicorn Quest (February 2018)  

Secret in the Stone (Spring 2019)  

 

Agent: Stephen Barbara 

Editor: Sarah Shumway 

Format: The Unicorn Quest book available; 

Secret in the Stone manuscript due June  

Kamilla Benko 

THE UNICORN QUEST 

and SECRET  

IN THE STONE 
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A middle-grade fantasy novel by debut author, Gabrielle Byrne, which will delight readers of 

Icefall and The Girl Who Drank the Moon.  

 

Deep in the frozen north, Toli and her sister Petal live with their mother, the Queen of Ire. The 

two sisters couldn’t be more different. Petal loves beautiful gowns and socializing, while Toli 

dreams of being a hunter like her father. The year-round winter makes it a constant struggle to 

find enough food for the Queendom, and now that the second moon is climbing over the 

mountains, the dragons are starting to wake – and they’re hungry!  

 

When the Queen is kidnapped by the same dragons who killed Toli’s father, Toli is deter-

mined to save her, but first she'll have to decide who she can trust.  

 

Gabrielle Byrne studied opera in Philadelphia, literature in Scotland, and marine biology in 

the Pacific Northwest. You can often find her fishing strange critters out of the Salish sea with 

her husband and two daughters in Olympia, Washington.  

World English: Imprint/Macmillan (Spring 2019)  Agent: Catherine Drayton 

Editors: Rhoda Belleza and Nicole Otto  

Format: manuscript (May)  

Gabrielle Byrne 

RISE OF THE DRAGON MOON 
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What happens when an evil queen gets her hands on an ancient force of destruction? World 

domination, obviously. 

 

The seven kingdoms of Dreamside need a legendary hero. Instead, they'll have to settle for Cu-

cumber, a nerdy magician who just wants to go to school. As destiny would have it, he and 

his way more heroic sister, Almond, must now seek the Dream Sword, the only weapon pow-

erful enough to defeat Queen Cordelia’s Nightmare Knight. 

 

Can these bunny siblings really save the world in its darkest hour? Sure, why not? 

 

Adapted from Gigi D.G.'s popular webcomic series, Cucumber Quest is a clever, adorable, and 

hilarious four-volume heroic adventure that is sure to make you hungry for sweets and action. 

 

Gigi D.G. is a comic artist from Southern California who does concept work for animation and 

video games. She started creating Cucumber Quest in 2011, and it is her first published work.  

 

World English: First Second  

The Doughnut Kingdom (October 2017)  

France: Gallimard 

Israel: Armchair Publishers/Modan  

Russia: MIF 

The Ripple Kingdom (February 2018)  

The Melody Kingdom May 2018) 

The Flower Kingdom (October 2018)  

Agent: Charlie Olsen 

Editors: Mark Siegel & Calista Brill  

Format: book/manuscript   

Gigi D.G. 

CUCUMBER QUEST 
Vol. 1: The Doughnut Kingdom  

Vol. 2: The Ripple Kingdom 

Vol. 3: The Melody Kingdom 

Vol. 4: The Flower Kingdom   
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Praise for Ophelia and the Marvellous Boy:  

 

"Foxlee's writing is elegant and accessible, with a pervading melancholy... this story shines." 

       — Publishers Weekly (starred review)  

 

Perfect for readers who love Liar and Spy, Counting by 7s, and Bridge to Terabithia, a heartwarm-

ing and transformative novel about family, loss, and never giving up from beloved author Ka-

ren Foxlee.   

 

Lenny Spink is the sister of a giant. Her little brother Davey suffers from a rare form of gigan-

tism and is taunted by other kids and turned away from school because of his size.  

 

To escape their cruel reality, Lenny and Davey obsess over the entries in their monthly install-

ment of Burrell's Build-It-at-Home Encyclopedia Set. Lenny vows to become a beetle expert, while 

Davey decides he will run away to Canada to build a log cabin.  

 

But as Davey's disease progresses, the siblings' richly imagined world becomes harder to cling 

to, in this deeply moving and original novel about grief, family, and wonder. 

 

Karen Foxlee spent most of her adult life working as a registered nurse while pursuing her 

secret dream of becoming a writer. Her young adult novels The Anatomy of Wings and The Mid-

night Dress have been published internationally to much acclaim.  Her books for younger read-

ers include Ophelia and the Marvellous Boy and A Most Magical Girl.  She lives and writes in 

Queensland, Australia.   

North America: Knopf (January 2019)  

ANZ: Allen & Unwin (October 2018)  

Agent: Catherine Drayton 

Editor: Erin Clarke  

Format: manuscript (April) 

Karen Foxlee 

UNTITLED 
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Praise for A Tangle of Knots:  

 

“Subtle and intricate, rich with humor and insight, this quietly magical adventure delights.” 

         —Kirkus (starred review)  

 

A stunning, poignant new novel from National Book Award finalist Lisa Graff. 

 

CJ lives and travels with her Aunt Nic, a famous psychic medium who tours the country com-

municating with her audience's deceased loved ones at sold-out theaters. Together, they give 

people closure and forgiveness, and pass important messages on from the Spirit world.  

 

While CJ doesn't have her aunt's same ability to talk to the dead, she is happy to play a small 

role in connecting others with their dearly departed. After all, she knows firsthand what it's 

like to lose someone she loves—the only way she can talk to her mom, who died hours after CJ 

was born, is through Aunt Nic, who is able to speak with her mother even in the Far Away, or 

the afterlife.  

 

But when a magician bent on proving that Aunt Nic is a fraud shows up at their shows, CJ 

learns an impossible truth—that her mother is still very much alive. Now CJ no longer knows 

who to trust. As she learns more unsettling family secrets, CJ must grapple with the lies she's 

been told and the lies she's helped perpetuate. And in the end, she must decide how to recon-

cile what it means to find her true family and home—and what it means to forgive. 

 

A moving, heartfelt novel that explores the lengths we go to protect those we love. 

 

Lisa Graff is the critically acclaimed and award-winning author of The Great Treehouse War, 

Lost in the Sun, Absolutely Almost, A Tangle of Knots, Double Dog Dare, Sophie Simon Solves Them 

All, Umbrella Summer, The Life and Crimes of Bernetta Wallflower, and The Thing About Georgie. 

Her books have been named to more than sixty state award lists and have been touted as Best 

Books of the Year by booksellers, teachers, and librarians. In 2013, A Tangle of Knots was long-

listed for the National Book Award. Lisa lives with her family just outside of Philadelphia. 

North America: Philomel (March 2019)  Agent: Stephen Barbara 

Editor: Jill Santopolo 

Format: manuscript (April)  

Lisa Graff 

FAR AWAY 
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* A 2018 BookExpo Buzz Panel Pick * 

 

"I enjoyed everything about Damien Love's debut—its title, its break-neck action, its sly sense of hu-

mour. If you imagine Rick and Morty colliding with early Spielberg, you get some idea of this delirious 

adventure . . . and I wouldn't be at all surprised to see it on the screen. I wish my first novel had been as 

imaginative and assured." —Anthony Horowitz, author of the Alex Rider series  

 

“What fun! An evil villain, a host of scary robots, big and small,  and a hero with commendably bad per-

sonal habits. Loved it!" – John Flanagan, author of Ranger's Apprentice and the Brotherband series  

 

A captivating,  cinematic,  page-turner for older middle-grade readers – an adventure reminis-

cent of Raiders of the Lost Ark, with a Toy Story twist. 

  

When twelve-year old Alex's grandfather sends him an old tin robot from Mr. Beckman’s 

toyshop in Prague, Alex sees nothing unusual about this new addition to his collection.  But 

when his grandfather, a  very British gentleman of the kick-ass old school,  arrives unexpected-

ly to save him from an attack by sinister little machines, Alex begins to realize there's some-

thing different, possibly deadly, about this small toy. His hum-drum world of friends, bullies 

and homework is  suddenly  invaded by the old, the fantastic, the magical and the macabre as 

he’s swept up into an ancient family feud.  

 

Together with his grandfather Alex flees across snowy Europe pursued by assassins, of the hu-

man and mechanical kind. There’s a cast of colorful characters – the menacing Tall Man, a 

strange little girl called Zia, grandfather’s food-loving sidekick, Harry Morcombe, a hap-

less  toy shop owner, Hans Beckman and the Golem of Prague, who turns out to be surprising-

ly tender-hearted. 

 

Damien Love is a freelance journalist and writer based in Glasgow, where it is raining. His 

writing on film, music, TV, photography and more has appeared in publications including Un-

cut, The Sunday Herald, The Guardian, The Scotsman, Bright Lights Film Journal, Scotland On Sun-

day and The Royal Photographic Society Journal, among others.  

North America: Viking (November 2018) 

Poland: Znak 

Spain: Random House Monadori 

Agent: Catherine Drayton 

Editor: Alex Ulyett 

Format: galley 

Damien Love 

MONSTROUS DEVICES 
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Praise for Molly & Pim and the Millions of Stars: 

 

“A beautiful, magical story, full of surprises and brimming with wisdom.”  

     —Karen Foxlee, author of Ophelia and the Marvelous Boy  

 

A story about friendship and trust and learning to believe in yourself and embrace what 

makes you special.  

 

There's a hill out the back of Joey's house. Hardly anyone goes there-it's not a beautiful place, 

just a covered-over old rubbish tip. But Joey likes it up there. It's his hill-somewhere he likes to 

go to wonder about life. He longs to be the best at something, to be a famous astronaut, or 

mountain climber, to stand out.  

 

When Joey discovers a tree house in an old peppercorn tree on the hill, he is annoyed that 

someone has invaded his special place. But he is also curious about who the intruder could be. 

But making contact isn't easy. The tree-house girl is wild and hostile and full of secrets-Joey 

needs to work out a way to win her over. And as he does, he finds a way to shine. 

 

Marsh and Me’s  beautifully rounded characters, with all their self-doubts, yearnings and wise 

insights, will delight readers young and old.  

 

Martine Murray is an acclaimed Australian author and illustrator whose work has been trans-

lated into more than 20 different languages. She is the author of The Slightly True Story of Cedar 

B Hartley and The Slightly Bruised Glory of Cedar B Hartley, as well as Molly & Pim and the Mil-

lions of Stars which was shortlisted for the Children’s Book of the Year Award for 2016. She has 

just released Henrietta and the Perfect Night, a prequel to her popular Henrietta series. 

 

 

 

North America: Knopf (February 2019) 

ANZ: Text (July 2017) 

Agent: Catherine Drayton 

Editor: Julia Maguire 

Format: manuscript 

Martine Murray 

MARSH AND ME 
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From the mind behind Midnight Arcade and Murder Ballads comes MegaGhost, the ectoplasmic 

avenger!  

 

Martin Magus is a student of the weird and the unknown who lives in the haunted town of 

Dunwich Heights. Thanks to the Mark of the Ghost, a cursed ring that he can’t remove, Martin 

has the power to fuse three ghosts together into the form of MegaGhost, a giant supernatural 

robot that protects the town against the creepy and otherworldly menaces that constantly 

come knocking at its doors.  

 

Part Ghostbusters and part Voltron, MegaGhost combines elements of classic Saturday morning 

cartoons with Japanese kaiju movies and Lovecraftian horror tales to create healthy serving of 

pure awesome. 

 

Gabe Soria is the co-author (with Jessica Abel) of the award-winning graphic novel Life Sucks 

(First Second) and has written for DC Comics’ Batman Adventures and Batman ’66, Vertigo’s 

Strange Sports Stories, the Comic Book Legal Defense Fund’s Liberty Anyool, and the series Mur-

der Ballads (Z2). He is also the author of the Midnight Arcade series with Penguin Workshop, the 

“Regular Show” novel Fakespeare in the Park (Cartoon Network Books) and Shovel Knight: Dig-

ger’s Diary (Grosset & Dunlap). He’s written a lot of other stuff, but he’s especially proud of 

penning the liner notes for Dr. John’s Grammy Award-winning record Locked Down. He cur-

rently lives in New Orleans. 

 

Gideon Kendall is an artist, illustrator and animation designer based in Brooklyn, NY. Gideon 

has created books, illustrations, comics and animation for many clients including Penguin/

Putnam, Disney, Cartoon Network, Madison Square Garden, Citibank, Scholastic and The New 

York Times.  

World English: Albatros (2019)  Agent: Charlie Olsen 

Editor: Eric Powell 

Format: proposal  

Gabe Soria  

& Gideon Kendall 

MEGAGHOST 
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**An Indies Introduce Pick for Winter/Spring 2018** 

 

 

“Just Like Jackie is a lovely story of acceptance—about what makes a family and how we make our own 

families, and about embracing our differences.” —Ann M. Martin, author of Rain Reign 

 

Family is family, no matter what it looks like. Readers will cheer for this pitch-perfect story, 

perfect for fans of The Great Gilly Hopkins and Fish in a Tree. 

 

For as long as Robinson Hart can remember, it’s just been her and Grandpa. He taught her 

about cars, baseball, and everything else worth knowing. But Grandpa’s memory has been 

getting bad—so bad that he sometimes can’t even remember Robbie’s name. 

 

She’s sure that she’s making things worse by getting in trouble at school, but she can’t resist 

using her fists when bullies like Alex Carter make fun of her for not having a mom. 

 

Now she’s stuck in group guidance — and Alex Carter is there too. There’s no way Robbie’s 

going to open up about her life to some therapy group, especially not with Alex in the room. 

Besides, if she told anyone how forgetful Grandpa’s been getting lately, they’d take her away 

from him. He’s the only family she has—and it’s up to her to keep them together, no matter 

what. 

 

Lindsey Stoddard was born and raised in Vermont where she loved to play in the snow and 

ski, learned to boil sap in her grandpa’s sugarhouse, and began her lifelong love of reading. 

She always wanted books to be a big part of her life, so when she graduated college she moved 

to New York City where she taught middle school English for ten years. She loves reading and 

writing with middle schoolers, hiking on the Appalachian Trail, and Ben and Jerry’s ice cream. 

She received her MFA in Writing for Children and Young Adults at Vermont College of Fine 

Arts. Just Like Jackie is her debut novel.  

North America: Harper Children’s (January 2018) 
China: Beijing Dipper   

Agent: Stephen Barbara 

Editor: Erica Sussman 

Format: book 

Lindsey Stoddard 

JUST LIKE JACKIE 



Picture Books 
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The heart-warming story of how a little boy was inspired by a nickel theater show to take up 

acting to entertain his bedridden mother. 

 

That boy would later grow up to become legendary actor Lon Chaney, “The Man of A Thou-

sand Faces,” and would revolutionize Hollywood acting and make-up by disappearing into 

silent film roles such as “The Hunchback of Notre Dame” and “The Phantom of the Opera” 

that thrilled millions.  

 

 

Pat Dorian is a cartoonist whose work has appeared in 

such publications as MAD, The New Yorker, The New 

York Times, and Playboy, and author of Lon Chaney Talks 

(Pantheon 2018). Dorian grew up in Maryland and 

studied fine art at the Maryland Institute College of Art. 

After graduating he packed up a suitcase and wan-

dered the east coast building sets for various theaters 

eventually ending up in New York. In 2003, he graduat-

ed from the School of Visual Arts, MFA Illustration pro-

gram. He now spends his time creating children's book, 

comics, apps, and short animated films. He won the 

2016 MoCCA Arts Festival Award of Excellence for his 

book Lon Chaney Talks. 

North America: Nancy Paulsen Books/ Penguin Random House (2019) Agent: Charlie Olsen 

Editor: Nancy Paulsen 

Format: manuscript (June) 

Pat Dorian 

THE BOY WHO TALKED  

WITH HIS HANDS 
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Praise for A Most Magical Girl: 

 

“Deliciously complex and convincingly detailed." — Kirkus (starred review)  

 

The heartwarming story of Horatio, a small and terribly polite mouse, who is invited to a 

neighboring cat’s birthday party. When the cats start making trouble, Horatio learns that 

you’re never too small to stand up for what’s right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Karen Foxlee spent most of her adult life working as a registered nurse while pursuing her 

secret dream of becoming a writer. Her young adult novels The Anatomy of Wings and The Mid-

night Dress have been published internationally to much acclaim.  Her books for younger read-

ers include Ophelia and the Marvellous Boy and A Most Magical Girl.  She lives and writes in 

Queensland, Australia.   

ANZ: Walker Books (September 2019) Agent: Catherine Drayton  

Editor: Nancy Conescu  

Format: manuscript (April)  

Karen Foxlee 
Illustrated by Evie Barrow  

HORATIO SQUEAK 
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Praise for Herman and Rosie:  

 

“Quirky, soulful and alive . . . a book to treasure, like a favourite song.' — Markus Zusak, New York 

Times bestselling author of The Book Thief   

 

From internationally award-winning picture book creator Gus Gordon comes this delightful 

story about friendship and sharing. 

 

One fine summer's day two bugs discover the most beautiful peach of the season and are faced 

with a dilemma….  

 

Who should eat it?  

Gus Gordon is an Australian-born writer and illustrator of books for small people and older 

people who like small people’s books. Gus lives with his wife and three kids on the Northern 

beaches of Sydney. He is the author and illustrator of Wendy, Herman and Rosie, Somewhere Else, 

and The Last Peach. 

North America: Neal Porter Books (Spring 2019)  

ANZ: Penguin (April 2018)   

Agent: Charlie Olsen  

Editor: Neal Porter  

Format: book  

Gus Gordon 

THE LAST PEACH 
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"This charming tale, with a decidedly international feel, is funny, warmhearted, and a joy to read." 

         ―Booklist (starred review) 

 

An irresistible story about a duck called George, the possibility of adventure, and taking risks 

to realize what you value most from award-winning author and illustrator Gus Gordon.   

 

George has no interest in exploring the world. He’s far too busy at home baking fine pastries. 

Or so he tells everyone when they invite him along on their wonderful adventures. When he’s 

asked come to see Paris at night, or the beauty of the Alaskan tundra, or the baobab trees of 

Madagascar, George always has an excuse. 

 

But when his friend Pascal digs a little deeper, he realizes the real reason George won’t leave 

home is that he never learned how to fly. Pascal becomes determined to help him learn how so 

that he can see the world —or, at least, somewhere else. 

 

Gus Gordon is the author and illustrator of Wendy, Herman and Rosie, Somewhere Else, and The 

Last Peach. 

North America: Neal Porter Books (December 2017) 
ANZ: Penguin (November 2016) 
Belgium/France: Editions Mijade 
China: Shanghai Dook   
Germany: Knesebeck 
Korea: Picturebook Gongjackso 
Taiwan: The Eastern Publishing 

Agent: Charlie Olsen 

Editor: Neal Porter 

Format: book 

Gus Gordon 

SOMEWHERE ELSE 
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The first in a new picture book series featuring sweet felted creatures and a little village you 

won't soon forget!  

 

Welcome to Juniper Hollow! Meet Fox and Raccoon. They are best friends. They live next door 

to each other, and they spend every day together. Except for today! Fox is so busy she doesn't 

have time to play. But never fear -- Raccoon is here to help! He mails letters, goes to the fruit 

stand, picks up some yarn and even buys some sugar. But Fox is STILL busy. Will she ever 

have time to stop and play with him? As it turns out, she has a surprise up her sleeve . . . 

 

Lesley-Anne Green's endearing felted animals and adorable detailed sets create a world that 

readers will want to come back to again and again.  

 

Lesley-Anne Green is a textile artist who creates her adorable creatures using wool, thread, 

fabric and love. She lives in Toronto with her family, including an incorrigible pug named Lo-

la. This is Lesley-Anne's first book for children. 

North America: Tundra (June 2018)   Agent: Charlie Olsen   

Editor: Tara Walker 

Format: manuscript  

Lesley-Anne Green 

FOX AND RACOON 
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A curious little girl watches the man who guards the last castle in town.  

 

Every time she passes by him, Ibb tries to catch the eye of the intimidating guard of her town’s 

lone remaining castle. While the other townspeople fear what may be locked up inside the 

mysterious castle, Ibb alone finally gets up the courage to knock on the door and find out 

what’s really behind the gate.  

 

A story about overcoming fear of the unknown, trying new things, and reaching out to make 

new friends, The Very Last Castle shows that bravery comes in packages both big and small. 

Travis Jonker is an elementary school librarian and creator of 100 Scope Notes, a kidlit blog 

hosted by School Library Journal. He was a member of the 2014 Caldecott committee. Jonker 

lives with his wife and two children in Michigan.  

 

Mark Pett is the author/illustrator of many books for children, including This Is My 

Book! and The Girl Who Never Made Mistakes. He lives in Utah.   

World English: Abrams Books for Young Readers (October 2018)  Agent: Stephen Barbara  

Editor: Tamar Brazis 

Format: manuscript  

Travis Jonker 
Pictures by Mark Pett 

THE VERY LAST CASTLE 

http://www.abramsbooks.com/contributor/travis-jonker_16663118/
http://www.abramsbooks.com/contributor/mark-pett_19521378/
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Praise for Sweet Competition: 

 

“Tasty from beginning to end.” —Publishers Weekly  

 

Fans of Terry Border and Drew Daywalt will devour this punny and clay-ful picture book 

from the husband-and-wife duo behind the “Cuddles and Rage” webcomic. 

 

Nothing makes Scoops happier than starting a sweet new project. She just isn’t the best at com-

pleting them. 

 

So when she realizes that the Cherry twins’ surprise 

birthday bash is today and that she never finished making 

their special present, she waffles about whether to go. 

Scoops quickly throws something together and heads to 

the party—only to find that her gift doesn’t quite meas-

ure up. 

 

Will Scoops play it cool and figure something out . . . or 

will she have a complete meltdown? 

 

 

 

Liz and Jimmy Reed are the husband-and-wife team behind Cuddles and Rage. They started 

drawing it together in 2010 and decided to turn their doodles into a webcomic featuring diora-

mas of anthropomorphic food. The webcomic appears on the popular site HelloGiggles and has 

been featured by The Washington Post. Their work can regularly be seen at top pop-culture gal-

lery venues across the nation, including Gallery 1988 and Hero Complex Gallery. They live 

and work in the DC area, where they frequently share their love of comics through conven-

tions and workshops at local schools.  

North America: Harper Collins (July 2018)  Agent: Charlie Olsen   

Editor: Alexandra Cooper 

Format: manuscript  

Liz and Jimmy Reed 

SWEET SUCCESS 
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Previous Foreign Publishers 

Susan Cain 

QUIET 

Living Publishing/Albania 

Nahdet Misr/Arabic 

Nova Fronteira/Brazil 

Iztok-Zapad/Bulgaria 

Citic/China 

Mozaik Knjiga/Croatia 

Jan Melvil/Czech Republic 

Hr Ferdinand/Denmark 

Varrak/Estonia 

Avain/Finland 

Lattes/France 

Reimann/Germany 

Key Books/Greece 

De Arbeiderspers/Holland 

Hatter Kiado/Hungary 

Andi Publishing/Indonesia 

Matar Publishing/Israel 

Bompiani/Italy 

Kodansha/Japan 

Random House/Korea 

Janis Rose/Latvia 

Aukso Pieva/Lithuania 

ARS Lamina/Macedonia 

Pax/Norway 

MT Biznes/Poland 

Temas e Debates/Portugal 

Publica/Romania 

MIF/Russia 

Laguna/Serbia 

Vydavatelstvo Motyl Branko/Slovakia 

Mladinska Kniga Zalozba/Slovenia 

RBA Libros/Spain 

Natur och Kultur/Sweden 

Yuan-Liou/Taiwan 

Oh My God Publishing/Thailand 

Pegasus/Turkey 

Nash Format/Ukraine 

Penguin/UK 

TGM/Vietnam 

 

Cath Crowley 

GRAFFITI MOON 

Valentina/Brazil 

Orange Books/Bulgaria 

RBA Libros/Catalan 

Albin Michel/France 

Carlsen/Germany 

Papadopoulos/ Greece 

Moon/Holland 

Noura Books/Indonesia 

Mondadori/Italy 

Jaguar/Poland 

Storia Books/Romania 

AST/Russia 

RBA Libros/Spain 

Hodder & Stoughton/UK 

A LITTLE WANTING SONG 

Carlsen/Germany 

 

Amy Ewing 

THE BLACK KEY 

Leya/Brazil 

Laffont/France  

Fischer/Germany 

Leopold/Holland 

Maxim/Hungary 

Rizzoli/Italy 

V&R Editoras/Latin America 

Alma Littera/Lithuania 

Jaguar/Poland 

Walker/UK 

THE WHITE ROSE  

Leya/Brazil 

Laffont/France 

Fischer/Germany 

Leopold/Holland  

Maxim/Hungary 

Rizzoli/Italy 

V&R Editoras/Latin America 

Alma Littera/Lithuania 

Jaguar/Poland 

Editura RAO/Romania 

Ucila/Slovenia 

Pegasus/Turkey 

Walker/UK 

THE JEWEL  
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Previous Foreign Publishers 

Leya/Brazil 

Turbine/Denmark 

Laffont/France 

Fischer/Germany 

Leopold/Holland   

Maxim/Hungary 

Rizzoli/Italy 

V&R Editoras/Latin America 

Alma Littera/Lithuania 

Jaguar/Poland 

Editura RAO/Romania 

AST/Russia 

Ucila/Slovenia 

Pegasus/Turkey 

Walker/UK 

 

Karen Foxlee 

OPHELIA AND THE MOST MARVELOUS BOY 

Martins Fontes/Brazil  

Beltz/Germany 

BIR Publishing/Korea 

Salamandra/Spain  

Hot Key Books/UK 

A MOST MAGICAL GIRL  

Beltz/Germany 

Hot Key Books/UK 

 

Andrew Fukuda 

THE TRAP 

Editora Intrinseca/Brazil  

Orange Books/Bulgaria 

Fragment/Czech Republic 

Editions Michel Lafon/France 

Il Castoro/Italy 

Fabryka Slow/Poland 

AST/Russia 

Planeta/Spain 

Simon & Schuster/UK 

THE PREY 

Editora Intrinseca/Brazil  

Orange Books/Bulgaria 

Fragment/Czech Republic 

Editions Michel Lafon/France 

Metaihmio/Greece 

Il Castoro/Italy 

Fabryka Slow/Poland 

AST/Russia 

Planeta/Spain 

Simon & Schuster/UK 

THE HUNT  

Editora Intrinseca/Brazil  

Orange Books/Bulgaria 

Fragment/Czech Republic 

Editions Michel Lafon/France 

Ravensburger/Germany 

Metaihmio/Greece 

Il Castoro/Italy 

Fabryka Slow/Poland 

AST/Russia 

Planeta/Spain 

Pegasus/Turkey 

Simon & Schuster/UK 

 

Gus Gordon 

HERMAN AND ROSIE 

Shanghai Dook/China 

Gallimard/France 

Knesebeck/Germany 

Kinneret/Israel 

Giunti/Italy 

Picturebook Gongjackso/Korea 

Corimbo/Spain 

 

Lisa Graff 

UMBRELLA SUMMER 

The Eastern Publishing/Taiwan 

Seedbook/ Korea 

SOPHIE SIMON SOLVES THEM ALL 

Aurora Publishing House/China 

A TANGLE OF KNOTS 

Zhejiang Literature & Arts/China 

Ueberreuter Verlag/Germany 

Yediot/Israel 

De Agostini/Italy 

Seedbook/Korea 

Pegasus/Turkey 

ABSOLUTELY ALMOST 

Art Grup Editorial/Romania 
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Previous Foreign Publishers 

Pegasus/ Turkey 

LOST IN THE SUN 

Seedbook/Korea 

Pegasus Yayinlari/Turkey 

A CLATTER OF JARS 

Peydayesh/Farsi 

Seedbook/Korea 

THE GREAT TREEHOUSE WAR 

Seedbook/Korea 

IT IS NOT TIME FOR SLEEPING 

Teas Press/Azerbaijan 

Citic Press/ China 

 

Lexa Hillyer  

PROOF OF FOREVER  

Gallimard/France  

De Agostini/Italy  

Pegasus/Turkey  

 

Claire LaZebnik 

EPIC FAIL 

RBA Libros/Spain 

Pegasus/Turkey 

THE LAST BEST KISS 

cbj– Verlagsgruppe RH/Germany 

Pegasus/Turkey 

THE TROUBLE WITH FLIRTING 

cbj– Verlagsgruppe RH/Germany 

Tatran/Slovakia 

Sanje/Slovenia 

Ecus/Taiwan 

KRP Publishing/Turkey 

Profile Books/UK 

 

Reshma Saujani 

BRAVE, NOT PERFECT 

CITIC/China 

Woongjin Think Big/Korea 

Oceano/Latin America 

Business Weekly/Taiwan 

Elma/Turkey 

HarperCollins/UK 

 

Todd Strasser  

FALLOUT 

Rizzoli/Italy 

Ravensburger/Germany  

THE WAVE 

East Babel Publishing/China 

Host & Sons/Denmark 

Pocket Jeunesse/France 

Ravensburger/Germany 

Epilogi/Greece 

Sialoom & Wildeboer/Holland 

Anthenaeum/Hungary 

Am Oved/Israel 

Rizzoli/Italy 

Shunju-sha/Japan 

Seoyonbiram/Korea 

Samokat/Russia 

Mondrijan/Slovenia 

Hemmets/Sweden 

April Publishing/Turkey 

Heinemann/UK 

 

Krystal Sutherland  

OUR CHEMICAL HEARTS 

Penguin/ANZ 

Globo/Brazil 

Enthusiast/Bulgaria 

Euromedia/Czech Republic 

Lindhardt & Ringhof/Denmark 

Paikese Kirjastus/Estonia 

Univers Poche/France 

cbt –Blanvalet/Germany 

Leopold/Holland 

Maxim/Hungary 

Haru Publishing/Indonesia 

Armchair Publishing/Israel 

Rizzoli/Italy  

Balto Trader/Lithuania 

Gyldendal Norsk/Norway 

Dolnoslaskie/Poland 

Porto Editora/Portugal 

Publica/Romania 

AST/Russia 

Ikar/Slovakia 

Planeta/Spain 
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Previous Foreign Publishers 

Bonnier Carlsen/Sweden  

Marti/Turkey 

Hot Key Books/UK  

 

Jeff Zentner  

GOODBYE DAYS  

Companhia das Letras/Brazil  

Univers Poche/France 

Haru Publishing/Indonesia 

Armchair Publishing/Israel 

Rizzoli/Italy 

Jaguar/Poland 

AST/Russia 

Penguin Random House/Spain 

The Eastern Publishing/Taiwan 

Ithaki/Turkey 

Andersen Press/UK 

THE SERPENT KING 

Companhia das Letras/Brazil 

Host & Son/Denmark 

Univers Poche/France 

Carlsen/Germany 

Konyvmolykepzo/Hungary 

Libros del Nuevo Extremo/Latin America 

Jaguar/Poland 

Editura Art/Romania 

AST/Russia 

Publik Praktikum/Serbia 

Ithaki/Turkey 

Andersen Press/UK  

  

 


